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FROM TAVRIDA TO CRIMEA: THE TERMS OF CRIMEA AND KARAIM IN
HISTORCAL AND ETYMOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES

Yücel OZTURK’

Crimea is a peninsula in the northern side of Black Sea now belonging to
Ukraine. This peninsula is separated from the Taman Peninsula in the eastern side
of the Black Sea by the Strait of the Kerch, which then gives way to the Sea of
Azov. The main Crimean land is connected by the Isthmus of Perekop to the
steppes of the northern mainland.

Anthnoy Grant has found that the history of the Crimean peninsula may
be divided into five stages; the first, he termed the Fabulous period; the second, the
Greek and Roman period; the third, the Barbarian Period (Goths — Huns); the
fourth the Genoese period; the fifth, the Tatar period.’ The key deficiency of this
periodization is that the Khazar era is ignored.

The earliest inhabitants of the Peninsula were known as Cimmerians. The
traces of this people are seen in the names of “Cimmerian” or the “Cimmerian
Bosporus”, today’s Strait of Kerch. Today’s modern name of the Crimea or the
Krim (Kirim) is claimed to have come from the “Cimmer”.2

The Cimmerians were driven out of the Peninsula by Scythians in 634 BCE.
‘ The Peninsula took its first name of “Taurice” (its modern analogue in the
Russian era is “Tavrida”) from the “Tauris”, a people living in the Peninsula under

Prof. Dr. Sakarya University, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Department of History, e-mail:
yozturk@sakarya.edu.tr

Anthony Grant, Historical Sketch of Crimea, London 1855, P. 15.
First Division of The English Enclopedia, Conducted by Charles Knight, IV, London 1867, p. 804.
Grant, p. 5.
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the domination of Scythians. This fact is mentioned by both Herodotus (484 — 425

BCE) and the Strabo (64 BCE 24 CE).

Herodotus gives important details about the ethnic structure of the

Peninsula. He referred to the first inhabitants as “Tauris”, a people he says belong

to the Scythians. The fourth book of his work is about the Scythians and the Tauris.

According to him, Scythians were nomadic people, drinking a special drink

derived from mare milk.4 The first inhabitant of the Scythia had the name

“Targitaus”. The Targitaus was also the first king and the commander of the

Scythians.5

The geographical position of Tauris is mentioned in Herodotus like this:

“Ancient Scythia extends from the Ister, westward, as far as the city Carcinitis. The

mountainous country above this place, in the same direction, as far as what is

called the Trachean Chersonese, is possessed by the people of Tauris; this place is

situated near the sea to the east.” The country above Tauris towards the sea to the

east is inhabited by Scythians. 6

A long lasting struggle had occured along a large area from Asia to Black

Sea steppes between Cimmerians and Scythians by which the Scythians drove the

Cimmerians and captured their lands. In this Scythian era, the port of Borysthenes

(on the Dnepr) was the centre for the Scythian power over the Northern Black Sea

steppes.7 Herodotus refers to different kinds of Scythians forming large

confederation: Greek Scythians, Halizones, Nauris and Hypanis. These Scythian

peoples dwelt along a river called Hypanis near to the west bank of the

Borysthenites The people living near the Hypanis were called Borysthenites by the

Greeks.8

Beyond the river Gerruh, Herodotus and Strabo explained, there was

situated a district called the royal province of Scythia: “possessed by the noblest

part of the Scythians, who considered all the rest of their countrymen as their

slaves”. Scythia thus extended from the south through Tauris as far as the port of

the Palus Maeotis I Sea of Azof and the Don I Tanais. Beyond the Tanais, the region

1-Jerodotus Book IV Trans with notes and life of the author Rev William Beloe London 1831 p

189 192
Herodotus, IV, p. 190.

6 Herodotus, IV, p. 217.

Herodotus, IV, p. 194.
8 Herodotus, IV, p. 194.
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of Scythia terminated, and from there commenced Sarmatia.9 It can be supposedthat the real administrative centre of the Scythia was a region stretched from theTavrida to the Boriysthenes/Dnepr.

Strabon (64 BCE — 24 ACE)’s vision of Taurice conforms to Herodotus. Inhis vision of divisions of the world, Palus Maeotis and Tanais separate the Europeand Asia. Like Herodotus, he refers to the Peninsula as Taurice or Taurus, butdistinguishes the Crimean Taurice or Taurus from the other Anatolian Taurus, byreferring to the first as Tauric Scythia (Crimea).’0

There are some notices in the contemporary sources, presumably basedon sources preceding Strabo, that in the mountains of south and southeasternCrimea there were people called “Tauri” who gave their name to the Crimeaas “Taurice”. The modern name of Tavrida in Russian takes its root from thisgeographical name of “Taurice”. The name “Tauri” was probably derived fromthe the word “tau” meaning “mountain”.” “Tau” is interesting because itsmorphology resembles “tag” in Turkish; “tag” is also rendered as “tav” or“toy” in middle and late Caucasian Turkic dialects.’2There is also the matchbetween the topographical features of the region and the name “tau” meaningmountain; the Crimean region the Tauris inhabitated was the mountainousarea of the Peninsula. In earliest records of Greek sources the race tauri wasmentioned as inhospitable, cruel, oppressor against Greeks.’3
Although this period is interpreted as a mythic era, the name of thePeninsula was inherited from the Tauris, a race from this period. The nameTavrida remained unchanged in the later periods. In the times of the Cimmerians,Greeks, Romans, Goths and Huns, the Peninsula was called “Tavrice”. The claimsthat the last name Crimea is derived from the “Cimmer” can’t be accepted becausethe Tatar period, the last in which the name “Crimea” appeared, didn’t have anycultural and historical ties with the Cimmerians. The Tatars were Central Asianinvaders who didn’t know the Cimmerian tradition. There wasn’t any reason forthem to adopt the name from ‘Cimmerians’ because this name wasn’t in use in any

Ibid.
‘° Strabo, The Geography of Strabo, Trns. H. C. Hamilton, II, London 1857, p. 279.‘ The English Enclopedia, p. 804.
12 The “tau” is rendered as “tav” in Uzbek - Kazakh , and as “toy” in Kirghiz. For the Uzbekversion see, Ozbek Tilinin Izahi, Lugati, Rus Dili Neriyati, Moskova 1981.13 The English Enclopedia, p. 804.
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time before Tatars. The name “Crimea” only appeared on the historical scene in the

Tatar period

Around 500 BCE, the Greek colony of Cherson was founded near

Sebastopol by the emigrants from the Heracha in Bithynia Following this, at the

beginning of the 4th century, another Greek colony appeared into historical scene

The so-called Bosporus Kingdom in the eastern side of the Peninsula In 380s BCE,

Sarmatians raided the Tavrida Both Greek colonies the western and eastern ones

in the peninsula were later united in 120 BCE under Mithridates king of Pontus,

who came to the help of the Greek colonies against the Tauro-Scythians Greek

culture prevailed here until the death of Mithridates (63 BCE), and more securely

so when Sarmatians migrated to Scandinavia under the Odin (70 BCE). Soon

Tavrida became subject to the Roman rule.15

Thereafter, Tavrida was invaded by Alans (62 BCE), Goths (250—268 CE),

Huns (376—464), Byzantium Emperor Justinian (536—548) and Khazars in 679.

Although the Chersonites held their stornghold in west Tavrida through every

invasion, the name “Cherson” never functioned as a general appellation for the

entire Peninsula.’6The first appellation of the entire Peninsula under one name

since the Scythian era happened at the Khazarian period. At this period, the large

portion of the Tavrida was named as “Khazaria”, while the South coast line

retained the name of “Gothia” 17 When Khazar power was broken by attacks of

Turkic tribes and Russians, the Peninsula was still named “Great Khazaria”. 15 It is

interesting that Khazaria had another general name as “Turkiye”, into which,

besides the key Khazar tribes, all Hungarians and Pechenegs were included. This

Turkiye, the land of Turks, is”Tourxia” in Constantine Porphyrogenitus’ De

Administrando Inzperio under the Greek transcription. The “Turks” as an ethnic

nationality is “Touxoi” in the same source. 19 The terms of “Khazar” and “Turk”

II English Enclopedia, p. 804.
“Grant, p. 5.
16 “This fits in with what we know about the fragmentary identities in Greek polises.” For this idea of

correlation I owe thank to Dr. Adrian Jones, the reviser of the article.

° The Rev. Thos. Milrter, M. A. F. R. A. S., The Crimea, its Encient and Modern History: The Khans,

The Sultans, and the Czars, London 1855, p. 111; Grant, p. 6.
16 Ibid, p. 114.
19 Constantine Porphyrogenitos, Dc Administrando Imperio, Ed. Gy. Moravcsik, Trans. from Greek

into English, R. J. H. Jenkins, Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies Trustees for

Harvard University, Washington, District of Columbia 1967, Index, p. 311.
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are used interchangeably in Arab and Byzantine sources.2° Although the
Hungarians were speaking Finno-Ugric languages, they could also represent
themselves as Khazar—Turk in identity. 21

Khazars which sprang up from Kok Turk Khaganate are called “Turk”
by the ancient Chinese, Byzantine, Georgian, and Arabic sources. Perhaps, this
shows that the Khazars used this name themselves. Clearly, the usage through
this way passed far beyond the habits of Islamic Geographers reflecting the
local tradition. Golden entertains that the undertakings to connect the Turk
with the first Scythian king Targitay or Turkay in Herodotus and his
contemporaries, with Togarma in Torah, with Turukha in Indian sources, and
with Turukku in Assyrian documents, had been made.22

In 840, Khazaria, the Greek towns and Gothia were formed into one
province by Theophilus. Cherson was the capital of this new ethnical and
geographical union.23 Between 894—1050, however, the Pechenegs possessed
Tavrida, driving the Khazars out. In 988 Vladimir, Grand Duke of Russia took
Cherson for a little time.24 In this era, the term “Tavrida” as the general geogharpic
name of the Peninsula disappeared from the historical sources. Before the
Byzantines, Cherson could never have replaced Tavrida as the general appellation
for the entire Peninsula because of the disentegration of the Tavrida after the
collapse of the Khazar Khanate. The Byzantines only gained ascendancy over
“Tavrida” by depending wholly on Cherson. Once Byzantine rule started to grow
out from Cherson to the whole Peninsula, the general appellation of Taurice —

Chersonese re-emerges.

The name “Tavrida”, even as it was losing its larger usage, still continued
in some Byzantium sources as a memory of the ancient past. These denote that
though many different political powers had dominated over different districts like
Greeks in Cherson, Kipchaks in Sudak, Goths in Mankub, the Tavrida had kept
living through the memory of some Byzantium chronicles.

20 See, Mark Whittow, The Making of Byzantium, 600— 1025, University of California Press 1996, p.
223.

21 Ibid. p. 235 — 6.
22 Peter B. Golden, Turk Halkiari Tarihine giril, Iran. Osman Karatay, corum 2006, P. 134
23 The Rev. Thos. Mimer, M. A. F. R. A. S., p. 117; Grant, p. 6.
24 Grant, P. 6.
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Michael Psellos’ Khronographia traced origins of Tauro-Scythians in the

Crimean Peninsula. Writing about a rebellion in 987 CE, Psellos explains: “in a

short time a special educated safeguard legion of Tauroskythai had come to

help.”25 According to another comment made by Georgios Maniakes, a legion

of Tauroskythai also went to help Constantinople against the Arabs in 1035. 26

Furthermore, another legion of Tauroskythai was in place to guard

Constantinople in 1068—71 27 Another Byzantine chronicle loannes Kmnamos,

too mentions Touroskythai helping Constantinople in 1155, 1160 and 1163 28

The records on the Touraskythai in the Byzantium Chronicles of the 10th —

12th centuries were the remainders of those ancient sources like Herodotus

and Strabon.29

From Tavrida to Crimea

By 1050—1227, the Kipchaks had seized Tavrida. But according to Thn-eI

Esir, the Sudak, an important trading centre between the Volga and Crimea, was

already a city of Kipchaks in 1223 This trade was then weakened by the Mongol

Tatar invasion According to the friar William de Rubruck, Kipchaks several

decades later restored this damage upon the Crimean trade. This Polovtsy - Turk

system seems to last until the Genoese era.3°

Tavrida was captured, and the tribes of Kipchak were subjugated by

the Batu Khan, grandson of the Genghis Khan, in 1237. As its provincial

25 Mikhil Psellos’un Khroriographia’si, Ed. lin Demirkent, Ankara 1992, p. 10, 12, 13. Demirkent in

quotation from Schiumberger and Blondil makes this explanation in foot note In real text

written the Tauroskithai through this terms the Russians or Varaegs ire supposed See

ibid
26 Mzkhail Psi lbs un Khronogi aphia in p 258
27 Mikhail Pselbos’un Khronographia’si, p. 232.

29Ioan,ies Kmnanzos’un Tlistoria’sz (1118 — 1276), Ed. JIm Demirkent, Ankara 2001, p. 89, 145, 159. The

assumption that this Touroskythais were of Varaegs or Russians isn’t true, hut it is not possible to

take into consideration the subject in this occasion. This is an important, but another problem, related

maybe to the origin of the Russians, and to the discussions about the theory of Varaeg as the

founders of the first Russian State.
29 The historical event which had had near relation to Taurica — Scythia (Crimea) is spoken like

below: “Orestes, when he came hither with his sister Iphigenia from Tauric Scythia, is thought

to have introduced the sacred rites performed in honour of Disna Tauiopolus and to have

deposited here the tresses (Coman) of mourning from which the city had the name of

Comma See The Geography of Strabo II p 279
30 Janet Martin, “The Land of Darkness and the Golden Horde”, Cahiers du monde russe et

soviétique, Année 1978, Volume 19, Numéro 4, p. 404.
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capital in the Peninsula, the Golden Horde chose, the Krim (Soighat) near
Karasu—basar, a little town in the Russian era, still harbouring the ruins of a
much bigger and older town. This is why the Peninsula came to be called
Kriin (Crimea). In this period, the Genoese began to trade with Crimea. Kaffa
developed into their local commercial centre; Sudak and Cherson declined.
The period 1237 to 1423, years in which the Golden Horde ruled Crimea, is
called as the late Kipchak era. The Steppe of Kipchak was dominated by the
Golden Horde The first dynasty of a distinct Crimean Khanate, the Tatar
dynasty of the Girays, only began to appear into historical scene in 1423 with
the rise of Devlet Giray. 32 The real founder of the dynasty is Hadgy Giray.
Bakhchisaray became capital of Crimea around 1500 After this period, this
first capital of the Crimea the Krim (Soighat), was called as the Old Krim

No one knows where the name of Krim came from. No one knows how
that name came to be applied more generally to the entire Peninsula.33No historian
has been able to suggest, how, after the invasion of 1237, the earlier place name of
“Krim” was revived and came to replace “Soighat”. An overlooked detail about
the second and temporary capital city of the Crimean Khanate — i.e., after Old
Krim, but before Bakhchisaray -* the Chufut Kale (cufut Kale) sheds light on the
subject. Travellers recount that Chufut Kale had been capital of the Crimean
Khanate, after Old Krim, but before Mengli Giray shifted the capital to
Bakhchisaray around 1500. “ Now the first and the second capitals, Old Krim and
the Chufut Kale respectively, were at the same time the homelands of the Crimean
Karaites, a new line of explanation is suggested. Might the Karaimes have
provided the link between the names?

But, there are other evidences besides, I think. First, I will refer to some
suggestions in Turkic etymologies on the name of “Krim”. Second, there are
records on a geogharpical name in Herodotus and Strabo which has
similarities in morphology and in location. I propose to mention in brief those

31 The Rev. Thos. Mimer, M. A. F. R. A. S., p. 124; Charles W. Koch, Crimea: From Kertch to Perekop,London 1855, p. 26, 27; Grant, p. 7.
32 Grant, pp. 6 - 7.

The name “Krim “ doesn’t appear in the Greek sources until the Mongolian era. This namedoesn’t appear , in the earlier Arabian sources, either. See, B. Spuler, “Crimea”, TheEncyclopaedia of Islam, New Ed., V, Leiden E.J. BrilI 1986, p.136.
34 Rev. Thos. Mimer, M. A. F. R. A. S., p. 146.
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records, and then to turn to the Karaims as the derivation of the name
“Crimea”.

Let us approach the name “Krim” (Kirim) from the Turkish
philological perspective. It has been claimed that the “Qirim” is for ‘my hill”
(qir — hill, -im — my) in Crimean Tatar.35 Some researchers have claimed that
the name “Crimea” is traceable to the Turkic word qyrym, “fortress”.36 Doerfer
points out the Turkish derivation “Korum” together with its variants
“Horum”, “HorIm” for “Stone”, “flat places over the steep slopes of the
mountains”, “cliff places with three escarpments, but one side scalable by
road”. Doerfer also points to the famous “Kara Kurum”, capital city of
Mongols since Genghiz Khan.37 Hasan Eren’s investigation about the “kriml”,
“kreml” and “kermen” adds another importance to the version of “kirim” in
the meaning of the castle. According to Eren, citing Kiss, Ramstedt, and their
sources respectively, the name “Kriml”, having the connotation of the building
complex bordered with a wall of brick was known since 1331 in Moscow. Kiss
claims that this name is derived from the Kreml (the citadel of Moskow). In
Kalmückisches Worterbuch, G. J. Ramstedt, connects the form of “kerm”
(Festung, Mauer) used in the Olut branch of Kalmukish with the “kermen” in
the Kipchak language (testung), and mentions also the Russian “Kreml”. Eren
mentions finally the variants of Tatarish “kirmen” and Chuvash “karman” in
the meaning of the “kale” (castle).38 It can be said that this word passsed from
Turco — Tatar dialects into the Russian.

Between Karasu—Basar and Old Krim, near the eastern end of the
Ranges of Yaila Mountains, there is a place called Ak—Kaya (White Rock), a
natural stronghold for the defense. Travellers’ descriptions of this place
suggest a correlation between these Tatar-Turkic derivations and the actual
place, Ak—Kaya.

“An outlier, towards the eastren extremity of the chain, near Karasu—
Basar, supplies a good example of the genereal arrangement. It bears the Tatar
name of Ak — Kaya, or the White Rock, in allusion to the limestone of which it

http:/Iwww. search.com/reference/Crimea# Etymo1ogy_ofJhe.name
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cimmerians

‘ Gerhard Doerfer, Türkische und Mongolische Eleniente im Neupersisehen, Band ,III, Wiesbaden
1967, p. 460.

38 See, Hasan Eren, “Cografi Adlarm Etimolojik Söz1üü”, Turk Diii Aratzrmalarr Yiliz,z, Beileten,
II. (2003), pp. 171, 180.
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is composed. But the Russians call it Shirinfelsen, the Rock of Shirin, in
reference to historical associations. The insulated mass, from five to six
hundred feet in height, and about three miles in length, rises in the midst of an
undulating plain. On one side it is so perpendicular, and so regularly formed,
as to resemble a vast fortress, on the other, it may be scaled with little
difficulty: the summit is flat of considerable extent. On this plateau, as a
defensive point, the patriotic Tatars pitched their camp in the struggle for
independence. In the flourishing days of the Tatar Khanate, it belonged to the
richest subject family, which bore the name of Shirin and held all the country
in the east of the peninsula. The males of this family were alone suffered to
enter into matrimonial alliance with the daughters of the khans. Trusting to
their power, the chieftains frequently rebelled against their lords. Then their
vassals and retainers were summoned to appear in arms on the top of the
White Rock; and hence the name of the Rock of Shirin.”39

Descriptions like these appear almost in all the travel accounts The
Chufut Kale, the second capital of the both Karaites and the Crimean Khanate
-- just like this Shirinfelsen located in the area of the Old Krim on the eastern
side of the Crimea -- had the shape of natural, steep hill of castle. The old
Turkic etymology is being reflected in these two steep hillsides.

It wouldn’t be superfluous to refer to an ancient city name, a trade
centre near the Sea of Azov. The city name resembling “Krim” is “Cremnes”,
as mentioned in Herodotus as a commercial port inhabitated by free Scythians
near Polus Macotis (Sea of Azov) 40 The city of Kremnes was a commercial
port in Palus Macotis (Sea of Azov).41

Strabon also mentions a place called Crambis in the Scythian
Chersonese. According to him, this city next to the Aegialus was mentioned in
Homeros as “Cromna”.’° Strabo offers a further example of how phonetic
shifts in word endings may explain the turning of the names of Cram or
Cromnes to the Carambis. Strabon refers to some Greek writers who speak of
the names of Arrnenii and Aramaei as Arambi, and because of this Arabia and

The Rev. Thos. Mimer, M. A. F. R. A. S., pp. 38 — 39; for the same descriptions, see, Koch, pp.27, 28.
40 Herodotus, IV, p. 220.
° lihami Durmui, Iskitler, Istanbul 2007, p. 47.
42 The Geography of Strabo, II, p. 291.
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Armenia are confused. It seems to be a general tendency adding to the ends
of the names “bis” or “hi”.

This port of Cremnes in Herodotus, Crambis in Strabo, Cromna in
Homer has almost the same location with the later Krim (Soighat), but we will
set aside this argument for the moment. If this oldest name had persisted all
through the ancient and medieval times, we could expect to come across it in
the sources. But there aren’t any such references until the Mongol invasion.
Byzantine and the other sources mention only the oldest remnants: “Tavrida”
or “Cherson”.

The second term could only have gained currency again toward the
end of the Khazar period and the beginning of Kipchak era. After Kipchaks
seized the Sudak and the southeastern areas, Cherson only was used for its
limited city name. Until the Golden Horde, no name other than “Tavrida” was
in currency for the entire Peninsula. There is a parallel between the general
name of Tourhai (Turkiye) coming to refer to all Khazaria and Tauride coming
to be the general name of the Peninsula.”

I think that the appearing of the “Krim” as a general name for all of the
Peninsula might have happened in a way of Tavrida’s evaluation from the
ethnic “Tauri” to the geographical name Tavrida. Let us remember the
political situation of the Northern Black Sea steppes (Scythian Desert).
“Tavrida” probably became a general geographical name after the Scythians
won control of the wide expanses of the Scythian deserts and the Peninsula.
Tauri” then developed into Taurice (Tavrida) because it became a central
administrative district for all Scythia. Scythian sovereignty over all those lands
was necessary before “Tavrida” could appear as a central area or a city. A
higher sovereignty needs to have emerged over a territory before any central
idea of a central area can develop relative to the periphery. In this way,
Scythian political power gave rise to the Tavrida’s evolution as a central area.

Let us remember, that the lands from Tavrida towards the mouth of
Borysthenes were the core area of the royal Scythians. It seems that situation

The Geography of Strabo, III, p. 216.
The only ethnicity called “Turk” in the era of ninth — tenth centuries was The Magyars under
the sovereignty of Great Khazar Chaganate before the migration of the Magyars from the
northern Caucasia to the Moravia. The Turkish origined Arpad Dynasty had come into power
according to the “costum or the zakanon” of the Khazars. See, Porphyrogenytus, p. 173.
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may have been the same at the time of Khazars. Tourhai for Turkiye may well

have emerged owing to the higher sovereignty of Khazars over the old

Scythian Desert; this older geography had in turn become Tourhai (Turkiye).

From the decline of Khazars to the rise of the Golden Horde as a

sovereign power over Khazaria, there was no Crimean capital to represent a

larger administrative area. But when the Golden Horde took the Kipchak

steppe under its rule, it assigned some districts as administrative centres of its

domination. Old Krim (Solgat) thus became the second provincial capital of

Golden Horde, besides the main capital of SaraI near the mouth of the River

Itil.

Always the same question arises in different variations: What was this

name “Krim”? Where did it come from? Why was the Krim, and not another

place, chosen as the capital for the Golden Horde? The answer can be

developed from the older examples. During the era of the Golden Horde,

when the steppe peoples came to “Tavrida”, the leaders may have been

Mongol and Tatar in origin. Their force was a great mix of ethnicities. It must

have again seemed reasonable to these Turkic-originating ethnicities to use the

Kipchak — Karaite terminology.

The Crimean Tatars made as the absorbtion of many Turkish peoples

inhabiting the peninsula since the great Mongol invasion. The small group of

Karaites, very likely people of Khazar—Turkic descent had been founded in the

8th century. One of the three main centres of Karaism in the thirteenth century

was Old Krim (Solghat), and it probably existed there in the earlier times than

the Tatar invasion of the Crimea (1238). There was an established Karaite

community there at least since the Tatar invasion. 46 Whether the “Kara” in

“Karaim” comes from this Hebrew “kara” or whether it derives from a Turkish

colour word “kara” / “black” is not known. I will ignore this problem.47

Ahmet Rifat, Lugat — i Tarihiye ye Cografiye, Tipkibasirn / Facsimile, Vol. 6, Ankara 2004, P. 3

Abraham Danon, “The Karaites in European Turkey, Contributions to Their History Based

Chiefly on Unpublished Documents”, The Jewish Quarterly Review , New Series, Vol. 15, No. 3

(Jan., 1925), p. 294.
‘‘ “Karaites, Kara ‘im, Benei Mikra. Qarâ ‘iyyün, Jewish sect which came into being at the

beginning of the eighth century. Its doctrine is charactcerized primarily by its denial of the

talmudic — rabbinical tradition.” See, Y. S. Ancyclopaedio Judaica, V. 10, Corrected Edition

Jerusalem., pp. 762. Stoyanov has found that there were the Kuman ethnic name in Karaites.

See, Valery Stoyanov. Cumanian Anthroponymics in Bulgaria during the 15th Century,
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The Karaites as an ethnic community were descended from the
Khazars. There are also important problems related to the Karaites’ belonging
to the belief of Torah in Judaic religious system and their refusal of the
Rabbinic—Talmudic tradition.48The Question rises from the common argument
which entertains the Khazars were in the Rabbanic — Talmudic tradition. I set
aside this problem, too, preferring just to acknowledge Karaism as it is
understood by this community. It is enough that the Turkish branch of this
community self-identifies with the Torah.49 I entirely set aside and leave these
important cultural, religious and historical subjects to the liability of the
experts of the ground, elaborating solely upon the etymological and historical
aspects of the names of “Krim”, “Crimea”, “Karaim”, and their relations with
each other.

Eastern Crimea near Kaffa side was called “Khazaria” in the Genoese
sources of the 13—14th centuries, and, the name sometimes was used for the
entire Peninsula. V. Smirnov using Pepen and Armenian sources claims that
“Old Krim” and “Khazaria” were the second names of the whole Peninsula.
This is confirmed by the sources found in Kaal, the Krymchaks synagogue in
Karasu—Basar, where the people of Old Krim (Solghat) are called the people of
Khazar. These people are thought to be a remnant of Khazar — Kipchak
Turks.5°

These people are also the Krymchaks and Karaites mentioned in the
latest Turkish reference works or in geographical dictionaries as Turkic “Jews”

http://www.ihist.bas.bg/CV/Valery_Stojanow/VS.Anthroponymis.htm
49 “The accepted meaning of the name of the sect — Kara ‘im, Ba ‘alei ha — Mikra (people of the

Scriptures) is assumed to imply the main characteristic of the sect, the recognition of the
Scriptures as tha sole and direct source of religious law, to the exclusion of the Oral Law.
There is, however, another inerpretation of the name Kara ‘im, defining it as “callers” or
“propagandists”, in the sense of the Arabic word du ‘at by which the Shi ‘ito Muslim sect
designated propagandists on behalf of Ali.” See, ibid, Y. S. Ancyclopaedio Judaica.

9 Except Zajacskowsky and followers, the experts of Khazar history and civilisation, like Dunlop,
Golden, Zuckerman, Brook, agree about the Khazars were in the Rabbanic — Talmudic
tradition. Golden, entertains that there is no evidence on which the Chazars had in the belief of
Karaism, thus, he refuses the claim that the Karaites are the successors of the Chazaras. P. B.
Golden, Hazar çahtnalarz, Trans, Egemen cari Mizrak, Istanbul 2006, p. 33. But,
Zajacskowsky, a foremost expert of Khazars and Karaites, thinks that the Karaites are the real
descendents of the Khazars in all respects. A. Zajaczkowski, “Hazar Kültürü ye Varisleri”,
Hazarlar ye MusevIlik, Nr. Osman Karatay, corum 2005, s. 123.

50 Erdoan Altinkaynak, Krimcak1ar, Haarlem 2006, p. 44.
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(Yahudi). Ottoman sources also routinely referred to these communities as
“Yahudi”. emsettin Sami knew that these Jews of Israel had only faith in the
Sect of Karaim which would not accept any other Judaic faith beyond Tevrat /
Torah. 51 A great leader of Karaism like Aaron ben Joseph (1260 — 1320) was
born in Old Krim (Soighat), and was elected there as the spiritual head of the
Karaites. Migrating to Constantinople, he then helped regenerate Karaism.
This proves that at least from the twelfth century “Old Crim” was an
important social and cultural centre of Karaites.52

Peter Golden claims, citing Blatavatsky, that the Jewish settlement in
the Crimea originated in the first century CE. Golden writes that this
information is also confirmed by Greek inscriptions. As to whether the later
Khazars were in Rabbinical or Karaime, Golden argues that while the rulers
were likely Rabbinic, some part of the population may well have been Karaite.
Golden also thinks, that, while some Arabic writers like Ibn Rusta, Ibn Fazlan,
Ibn al—Fakqih and al-Mesudi maintain Khazars are Jews, they are pointing not
to the ethnic identity but to religious faith.53 These first-century CE records of
the Karaism in the Peninsula provides a reasonable correlation between the
older Hellenic “Cromnes” and the new “Krim.” The citizens of the oldest
Cromnes, which might have given their name to the city, may well have lived
since the times of Herodotus in and around Old—Krim.

Charles Koch’s description of Chufut Kale in 1854 gives detailed
information about the place. Koch and his team were hosted there by a Karaite
leader called Solomon Beirn, well educated and perfectly versed in eight
languages. Charles Koch was impressed by the sagacity of this Karaite Noble
and had many important impressions about the Karaites living in Chufut Kale
around the middle of the nineteenth century. Koch’s report is important in
view of his account of the contradictions between the Karaites and native Jews.

According to Koch, the inhabitants of Chufut Kale looked different
from Jews. Karaites in Chufut Kale were short, but not at all stumpy, and they

1 emsettin SSmi, Kãmzlsu’l — A ‘lam, V. Tpkzbaszm / Faksimile, Kagar Neriyat Ankara 1996, p.
3652.

52 Simon Szyszman, Le KaraIsme, Lausanne 1980, p. 52;
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aaron_benJoseph.of_Constantinop1e
P. B. Golden, “Hazarlar ye Musevilik”, Hazarlar vc MusevIlik, Nr. Osman Karatay, çorum 2005,
PP. 38 — 42. The earlier dates of the Karaism in the Peninsula as “ the 650 B. C”, according to
the data whom A. Firkovitch discovered, is under discussion, yet.
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had plump and rounded heads, not the long heads of local Jews. Koch’s
observations about the cultural and social traditions of the Karaites and
Tartars are impressive: “In their costume these Jews (Karaites) differ very
slightly or not at all from the Tatars in Bakhchisaray; they only make a
distinction with regard to cutting tehir hair, since the period that the Crimea
has recognised the supremacy of Russia, for they no longer follow the
Mohammedan fashion. Similarly they have all customs in common with them,
save those which religion comands, and they speak the Tatar language. They
principally live by trading, and have their booths in Bakhchisaray. Every
morning they go down, and return home at nightfall. According to Herr von
Haxthausen, whose valuable work, Studien uber die inneren Zustände Russlands,
cannot be sufficiently recommended, the Karaim employ in the family circle a
Tatar dialect which is more spoken in the East, namely, the Djaghatai.”5’

Another traveller, Edmund Spencer, making a comprehensive journey
into the Peninsula in 1839, 15 years earlier than Koch, observed the same
differences between the native Jews and the Karaites: “The manners and
religion of the Karaite Jews are widely different from the character of the
Talmudists. Spencer entertains that the name of the sect is derived from Karia
meaning Written Word, and this creed stands fort the pure, simple, and
uncommentated text on the text of the Old Testament.” Spencer conveys that
the Karaites reject in toto the tradition and iterpretations of the Talmudists,
and the authority of the Talmud. They also differ from Talmudists “in their
degrees of consanguinity, mode of circumcision, diet, and marriage —

permitting polygamy, which, however, through the influence of custom, is not
practised. They trace their origin, as a sect, to the dispersion of the Israelites at
the Babylonish captivity; and they attribute to their long residence among the
heathen, and to the scarcity of written copies of the law, the introduction of a
variety of errors and fallacious traditions. Hence, on the reestablishment of the
tribes, finding the scriptures loadad with comments, a large portion refused to
receive them. These called themselves Karaites, and in after days were
dreadfully persecuted by their brethren.”

According to Koch, in Chufut Kale the religious belief and tradition of
Karaites differed from the other native Jews: “The Karaim, like the

Koch, p. 48.
Edmund Spencer, Travels in Circassia, Krim — Tartary, &c, V. I, London 1839, pp. 376 377.
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Mohammedans, are allowed four wives; but cases in which a man avails

himself of this privilege are very rare.” They followed different order, in

circumcision, in celebration of festivals, in killing the cattle, &c too. Koch then

offered their important account about the historical emigration of Karaites

from the Babylonian captivity to their migration into the Caucasian—Dagestani

area Koch claimed that they told him that after Babylon a branch of Karaites

settled into an area between the Caucasian Mauntains and the Dagestan

The links between Jews of Armenia and the Caucasus with the

Jerusalem were broken. After the destruction of Jerusalem, all communication
ceased, the Jews of Armenia and Caucasia, principally Dagestan, retaining the

belief of Moses in great purity. This doctrine of pure belief of Moses differed

from the Talmudic belief system developed in Judaism through the Tiberias

and Babylon schools.

Talmudic tradition had been alien to the Karaims in Caucasia, Armenia
and Daghistan. Much later, a branch of Armenian and Caucasian Jews was

able to learn Talmud. “A violent schism commenced among the Caucasian

Jews touching the introduction of the Talmud, those who remained faithful to

their creed were compelled to emigrate, and went to the Crimea According to
historical documents in the possession of Firkowitch, the presence of the Jews

in Chufut Kale can be referred to 640 BCE. According to the same savant, there

are still Jews living in the Caucasus who do not recognise the Talmud, but
their number is very small.” “These facts show that the Karaim must not be

regarded as a Jewish sect, which has deserted the mother church. On the

contrary, they are the Jews who have held fast to the true faith, while the

Talmudists have materially departed from it.”

Koch suggested something major must have caused the Khazars to

accept the Jew’s religion, and he professed not to be able to explain what had

happened to make some Jews head to the Caucasus in the first century. Koch

mentions the Crimei as the oldest capital of the Karaim He claims that the

oldest Karaim document about Khazars in Crimea is ‘from the brilliant peiiod

of the Jewish Khazars in the Crimea, namely, from the seventh century.” He
also finds reasonable claims “that the Crimean Karaim originally came from

the Caucasus, save that the date of the emigration appears to be very much

past—dated.” Koch also conveys the information given by Rabbi Salomon Beim,

56 Koch, p. 49.
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“that there was a tradition among his people that their ancestors had
originally come from Derbend.” When the Khazars had sovereignty in Crimea,
their land was called Khazaria.57

Chufut Kale’s original name as the Kirk Yer (“The Forties” place)
suggests a very important phenomenon connecting Karaims to Turkic origins.
Kirk Yer as a place name refers to one of the oldest and most important myth
figures in the Turkic cosmogony.58According to the Peter Golden’s research,
this name with its variants “Kirk — Forty” has a common back ground in
Turkish peoples living in Caucasian and Khazar regions.59 My hypothesis is
that changing “Kirk Yer” into the Chufut Kale represents for Turks in the
Islamic tradition the addition of a sarcastic and ironic tone. Without exception,
“Tchoufout” (çufut), a derivation of the “Jew” has a sarcastic meaning in
Turkish. Turks in Islamic tradition say “çufut” to persons they intend to
insult. Muslim Turks probably called the older Kirk Yer as Chufut Kale on
similar grounds

One of the main sources of the Istanbul Karaite community, besides
Asia and Poland, was Crimean Karaite population 60 According to the
Blackwood, there were about 5,000 Polish Karaites in 1852, all of them
migrated from Crimea 61 Danon also made an extensive search about Karaite
community of Turkey through excursions into their places of rc settlcnnnt He
found some places bearing their marks in Istanbul and its vicinity The well
known example is ‘Kara Koy , claimed to be a derivative of the Karay or
Kaiait The other example, is related to a place named Keransia” near

Koch pp 50 51
“Kirk” (Forty) also has a motive of purgation in Turkish Cosmogony. This trope also has
connotations of heroism and gallantry. The heroes in Turkish sagas have the forty brave
friends. The meaning of forties in the Alevi sect, too, has the same meaning. See, Kudret
Emirolu Suavi Aydin, Antropoloji Sözlh,ii, Ankara 2003, p. 466.

‘Goldcn entertains that An important element of Qiracay culture finds expression in the Nirt tilcs
and there arc some elements in the Qaracay cycle of tales that point specifically to ancient Turkic
traditions In the Qiracay Balqai tales as yet not fully studied the Narts arc divided into four
clans Their land is called thc Nirt Land (Nirt El) or Qirq Suw ([thc Find oil Forty Rivers ) See
quoted from Dzurtabaev, P. B. Golden, “A Qaracay Nart Tale of Lupine Origins: An Echo of the
Aina Tradition2 Omcljan Pritsak Armagani A Tribute to Omrljan Prusak Pd Mehmct Alp irgu
Yucel Ozturk p 150

60 Danon, p. 304.
u William Blackwood and Sons, The Russian Shores of the Black Sea in the Autumn of 1852,

Edinburgh and London 1854, p. 294.
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Kucukçekmekce (8th station of the Constantinople — Adrianople railwayline). The other example is Tchifut—Burgaz. 62 It is also seen in the example ofChufut Kale (Kirk — Yer) in western Crimea. This community was labelledJewish on the grounds of their religious belief. “Kéramia” in Kucuk-çekmekçeis another clear sign indicating another such “Karaim” place.
It can be said that, when the name “Karaite” or “Keramia” arerepeatedly pronounced more than two or more times, will be seen it turns toKirim. I think that the English variant “crimea” and the French variant“Crimée” (pronounced Craymia ) are the English and French prononciationsof Turkish “Krim “. Both pronounciations are almost the same with“Karairne”.

Conclusion

The first inhabitants of the Crimean Peninsula were the Cimmerians.Scythians then dominated the Peninsula, expelling the Cimmerians. Thepeninsula took its first name from the people of “Tauris”, living under the ruleof the Scythians. Greeks, Goths, Buns, and other Turkic tribes then exercisedcontrol totally, or partly over the Peninsula. The communities holding rule intheir living areas gave their names to the districts in the Peninsula. Cherson,the site of the Greek colonies, is seen in the historical sources, but, it doesn’trepresent the entire Peninsula. The general name of the Peninsula, the Taurice,maintained its function as a general name over the Peninsula until the Khazarera. The ancient Scythian Desert was named Khazaria since 8th century underthe rule of Khazars. Some parts of Khazaria held by Magyars were called as“Tourhai”, that is, “Tiirkiye” by the Greek sources in addition to theirhistorical name. The fact that the Tauro—Scythians appeared in those sourcesin certain circumstances gives rise to thought that there is a relation betweenthe earliest “Taurice” and “Tourhai” (Tiirkiye) in the Khazar era; Scythianswere seen as Turks according to the medieval sources.
Whence the name of “Krim” is derived, couldn’t be clarified. All weknow is that the city of the Old Krim (Soighat) was enlargened as a generalname for all the Peninsula after the Tatar invasion. Old Krim (Solghat) is nearto the Sirinfelsen (Ak-Kaya); the relation between the “Krim” and the “kurum”in the mean of “steep hill” (kururn) can’t be overlooked.

62 Ibid, p. 300, 301.
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The capital in the Old Krim was moved at first to the Chufut Kale, then
to Bakhchisaray. The Karaites were the oldest Turkish origined peoples all in
those three capitals of the Crimea during the Tatar era. According to the A.
Firkovich, the existence of Karaites in Crimea descends at least before the
Christ,and it is supposed that the earliest Karaites communities migrated to
the Crimea in consequence of struggles between sects.

In addition to these historical causes, the strong morphological
resemblance between the Karaim and the Crimea is considered in correlation
in this respect. Whether the city Old Krim may appear in the oldest sources by
the name of “Kromna” and “Kromnes”, and whether the inhabitants of this
ancient city may well have been Karaites since oldest times, need new studies.
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